
Building Inspections - Re: 61 Pleasant St. - Artemisia Rest. Awning App. 

Thanks for getting back to me. I'm not exactly sure what "total cost of the work" means, but the Maine 
Bay Canvas estimate is the installed price.  It also includes the cost of application of the logo which I 
have provided for you in "PDF A3 Logo Detail".  The logos are basically a 12"x12" design and there 
are three of them so that is 3 sq.ft. of signage.  That is one for each of the three awnings, the sizes of 
which appear on the "Proposed Awning" section of the permit application. There is no other writing on 
the awnings. 

Hope this is what you are looking for.  If more info is required, please let me know.

Steve

On Dec 3, 2013, at 9:43 AM, Building Inspections wrote:

The signage application also doubles as the awning.  The charges are different; detailed in the Fees 
section.

Awnings are based on the total cost of the work.  Signage (if applicable WITH awnings) are based 
on square footage of message.  You can have awnings without signage though.

>>> Steve Gifford <sgifford@maine.rr.com> 12/3/2013 9:26 AM >>>
I guess I didn't understand that part of the application.  I thought it was internal.  Sorry.  The 
estimate from Maine Bay Canvas is $2,072.00.  I can send a pdf of the estimate if you would like.

Thanks,
Steve

On Dec 3, 2013, at 8:57 AM, Building Inspections wrote:

Steve, what is the total cost of the awnings?  This is needed for the cost of work and 
permit fees.

>>> Steve Gifford <sgifford@maine.rr.com> 12/2/2013 1:21 PM >>>
This is the resubmission of the the Awning Permit application for 61 Pleasant St.  I 
believe I have addressed the highlighted issues. 

Thank you,
Steve Gifford

Notice: Under Maine law, documents - including e-mails - in the possession of 
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public officials or city employees about government business may be classified as 
public records. There are very few exceptions. As a result, please be advised that 
what is written in an e-mail could be released to the public and/or the media if 
requested.   
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